Emission reduction of mobile machines by hydraulic hybrid
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Abstract

Emission regulations of the mobile machines have created lot of work for the machine manufacturers in recent years because of the Stage 4 /Tier 4 final regulations. The work will continue because the new EU stage 5 emission regulations for non-road-mobile-machines was published at the year 2016. Emission reduction is realized by different emission reduction systems that are located in the exhaust system in combination with sophisticated combustion control. The after treatment systems increase complexity and size of the exhaust system. Increased creation of NOx and particle emissions are related to sudden load and speed changes of the engine. This paper introduces effect of driving style on the real emissions of the municipal tractor and solutions to decrease emissions with hydraulic hybrid. Measurements show that the sudden load changes increase raw NOx and particle emissions (non after-treated emissions) and operators driving style has effect on the emissions. Stabilizing the load of the engine by the hybrid system reduces NOx and particle generation. When the engine load variation is minimized the size of the exhaust after treatment systems can be reduced.
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1 Introduction

The efficiency of the mobile machines has been studied widely during last decade. Lot of effort have been put to reduce fuel consumption and CO2-emissions. At the same time the exhaust emission regulations of the engines in Europe, the USA and Japan have become more and more strict and reduced emissions of new mobile machines. The emission regulations limit emission of hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen monoxide (NOx) and particle matter (PM) per produced kWh. However, the regulations limit the emissions of the engines, not the emissions of the machines directly. The validation tests are made for the engine in laboratory conditions with predefined load cycles. The loading cycle of the emission tests are composed of various measured real cycles but still they are laboratory test without variation of real conditions and load cycles [1].

“Volkswagen Gate” and also previously known but partly ignored studies have shown that the real world emissions of cars differ drastically from emissions tested in the laboratory conditions [2]. We can assume that this is also valid for the mobile machines although the test cycle for non-road mobile machine include load and speed changes.

The most critical emissions of diesel engine are nitrogen oxides, NOx, and particle matter emissions, PM, because they have harmful effect on human health. Both nitrogen oxide and particle emission are limited by regulations and the limiting values have been decreased gradually being now over 20-times lower than in mid 1990s.

Each diesel engine produces nitrogen oxide and particle emissions and their amount varies on engine operation point. Because of this fact, the engine emissions are reduced by additional systems. Nitrogen oxides are reduced by exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and separate systems like Diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC), selective catalyst reduction (SCR) or NOx storage catalyst (NSC) which are part of exhaust system. Particle emissions are reduced by particulate filters. The size of these systems increase remarkably the size of the
exhaust system. The size of the after treatment systems are depending on the emission reduction performance and if the raw emission can be reduced, the size of the after treatment systems can be smaller respectively.

NOx and particle emissions are increased when engine load and/or speed are changed rapidly compared to constant load situation [3]. Rapid and continuous changes of engine loading are typical for mobile machines like excavator, forest harvesters, and wheel loaders for example. Secondly, the load and speed changes are depending also on the operator’s behavior.

In previous studies by Heidari and Marr [4], Ericson, Westerberg and Egnell [5] and Lindgren[6] have shown that NOx and particulate matter emissions factors are depending on the engine transients.

The first research question is: What are the real emissions of the machine during the operation and how they are depending on the operator’s driving style? The second research question is: How much raw emissions (emission before after treatment systems) can be reduced by minimizing changes in engine load and speed? The third research question is: Can the load changes compensated by control means and by hydraulic hybrid?

2 Emission measurements

The basic problem of the real emission measurements is the question of representativeness of measurement. The aim of the laboratory measurements is to guarantee reproducibility of test event and results, which is base for the quality assurance. Although the laboratory measurement arrangement ensure reliable measurements, the question is; How well the laboratory measurements represent real working conditions? The second issue is that the standard tests are made for the engine, not for the machine. The engines are used in various machines and applications and the consequence is that the same engine produce different amount of emissions in different applications. However, the measurements of individual machines gives valuable information on real emissions although the generalization of the results is restricted.

The difference between real emissions of cars and emissions during certification tests has widely reported in past years because some car manufacturers have tuned the engine control units to recognize the test situation and changing the parameters in order to reduce emissions. In latest emission regulations, this has been tried to solve by implementing randomly chosen combination of test cycles and real driving measurements for new and used cars.

In the latest European emission regulations for the non-road mobile machines in-use-measurements are introduced. This means that engine manufacturer has to show that their engines fulfill the regulations also in application use as new and used. This regulation concerns only gaseous emissions. [1]

The second problem is the realization of measurements, because the emission measurement system is relatively big in volume and weight. This yields situation that the real emissions of small machines are almost impossible to measure without disturbing the operation of the machine.

2.1 Measurement system

The measurement platform consisted of machine and measurement system. The used machine was a municipal tractor Wille 655 that is equipped with 100 kW diesel engine, hydrostatic driveline and load sensing hydraulics with variable pump for the boom and auxiliary devices. The weight of the machine is 5400 kg without measurement systems and over 6000kg with the PEMS-system. The maximum speed of the municipal tractor is 40 km/h.

The measurement system was Portable Emission Measurement System (PEMS) by AVL and the PEMS enables measurement of real emission of the machine during the work. Figure 1 shows the Wille-municipal tractor with the PEMS-system assembled on the rear frame above the engine.

![Figure 1: Wille-municipal tractor with the portable emission measurement system.](image)

The emission level of the diesel engine is Tier 3A meaning that limit for combined NOx and HC emission limit is 4.0 g/kWh and 0.3 g/kWh for the particulate matter. This engine does not have any particular systems for emission reduction. Currently the new machines have to fulfill Tier 4 final limits that are 10-times lower, respectively 0.4 g/kWh for NOx and 0.025 g/kWh for Particulate matter at 100 kW power class. To reach this emission level additional emission reduction systems like, DOC, SCR and DPF are required.

The used portable emission measurement system consists of gas analyzer and particle analyzer and it is able to measure concentrations of total hydrocarbons, THC, nitrogen oxides NO and NO₂, carbon monoxide, CO and carbon dioxide CO₂ and oxygen O₂. The particle analyzer consist of soot and particle mass measurement devices. The measurement system included also fuel consumption measurement device and the used fuel was typical “winter type” diesel fuel, which is usable to -34°C.

The gas analyzer consisted several analyzers: Flame Ionization Detector (FID) unit for hydrocarbon measurement, Non-dispersive ultra violet resonant absorption spectroscopy (NDUV-RAS) for NOx measurements, Non-dispersive
infrared spectroscopy for CO and CO₂-measurement and finally O₂-sensor to detect oxygen in exhaust.

The measurement system consisted of heated sample lines and separate power source (batteries and generator) for the emission measurement system so that the PEMS would not create additional load to the engine. The engine does not have any exhaust after treatment system and all the measured emissions are raw emissions and not affected by any after treatment system.

2.2 Test Cycle

To evaluate the real emissions of the machine different tests were done. Tests included load and carry cycle with two operators having different driving styles.

The tractor was equipped with forks and the load was pallet with metal plates and its weight was 1,5 ton. The load and carry cycle included driving with and without the load. First, the pallet was picked from top of the container and then operator drove about 140m and left the pallet on the ground level. This was followed by driving phase, about 280 m and the pallet was picked again and returned to the initial point, top of the container. The cycle contained 280 m driving with the pallet and 280m driving without the pallet. The route included up- and downhills. The maximum speed was 25 km/h. The cycle was driven 6 times without stops.

2.3 Operators

To study what is the effect of driving styles of the operator, two operators were used. Both operators drove load-and-carry-cycle. The first operator, operator A had smooth driving style while the second operator, operator B had more aggressive driving style.

3 Results

Measurements showed clearly that there is variation in the emissions and the fuel consumption between the operators. Operator A had 22% higher average power than operator B but fuel consumption was only 10% higher. Because the used power was higher, the operator A finished the job much quicker: 1715 vs. 1478 seconds. The productivity of operator A was 15 % higher.

Figure 3 shows one load and carry cycle and the time scale is relative time i.e. percentage of total used time for one cycle. There is no major difference on the engine loading or emissions between operators and curves show very similar behavior. The differences are in some operation points. Operator B use maximum loading more often than operator A. The use of maximal power by the operator B is clearly seen at the time of 45% when the particulate matter and CO-emissions have peak indicating full fuel amount and lack of fresh air for the combustion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1479</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2,90</td>
<td>1715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>3,18</td>
<td>1478</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operator B was more productive because he was remarkably quicker in work but at the same time, he consumed more fuel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>NOx [g/kWh]</th>
<th>PM [g/kWh]</th>
<th>CO [g/kWh]</th>
<th>THC [g/kWh]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4,86</td>
<td>0,30</td>
<td>2,34</td>
<td>0,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4,53</td>
<td>0,42</td>
<td>3,33</td>
<td>0,36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The measurements show that emission level vary according to operator, however results are not such that was expected because the aggressive drive style did not result higher emissions in all cases. The operator B resulted lower NOx emissions although the difference was only 7 per cent. Opposite to the NOx emissions operator B emitted remarkably higher, 40 per cent, particulate matter emissions than operator A. In the CO-emissions, we see same phenomenon and it seems that the PM and the CO emissions correlate with each other.

The engine of the municipal tractor has rather high NOx-emissions at certain low load points during test cycles. The same phenomenon was observed during constant load measurements: At low engine speed range the engine has relatively high specific NOx-emissions that are caused by inadequate mixing of the fuel and air resulting high local temperatures creating NOx. This phenomenon is clearly seen during acceleration phase below 1000 rpm.

When the mean emission levels are compared to the Tier 3 limits, we can see that the engine produces in this test more both combined NOx+HC emissions and particulate matter emission than the limit value is. Combined NOx+HC emissions are 22 / 32 per cent above the limit value and the particulate matter emissions are almost 40% above the limit value in the case of the operator B.

The mean used power for operator A were 15,5 kW and respectively for operator B 18,8 kW. Compared to the maximum power of the engine that is 100 kW, the mean power level is low. Figures 4 and 5 show loading points of the engine in load and carry –cycle for both operators.

Load points show that engine hardly never operates at the best efficiency area (1200 -1600 rpm/300-480 Nm). This is due to the automotive-type transmission control algorithm that is not utilizing the best efficiency area effectively. Driving style difference is seen in the load points, operator B uses more maximum engine speed and maximum engine power [7].

4 Emission reduction through hybridization

Hybrids are usually understood as solution to reduce fuel consumption and the hybrid system is designed accordingly. Hybrid system design can have several other objectives and functions such as boost function; hybrid system provides extra power when needed and enables engine downsizing [8]. Another function is engine load stabilization that is used with engine downsizing but it also can help to reduce the emissions at the same time.

The hypothesis of this study was that by reducing the engine load variation harmful emissions can be reduced. The parallel hybrid system allows engine operate at the mean power level and the hybrid system filters load variation and delivers extra power when needed and stores energy when the load power is below the mean power.

To estimate the effect of the steady state load to the emissions some steady state measurements were made for the machine by loading the implemented hydraulic system by throttling the fluid flow.

If we assume that hybrid system could keep the engine running at the mean operation point, this would mean that load of this engine would be only around 20 % of its maximum. This operation point is far from the ideal for the used engine, because the operation point is not minimizing neither efficiency nor emissions. The emission would be around 4,5 g/kWh for NOx and about 0,65 g/kWh for PM emissions. Lower specific consumption and lower specific emissions would require higher engine loading. At the loading point 50% of maximum at 1500 rpm, the emissions would be around 3,2g/kWh for NOx and 0,25g/kWh for particulate matter. This is remarkably lower than during the test cycles. To move the average operation point towards higher loading requires smaller engine and this is the reason why the smaller engine should be chosen for the hybrid systems. However, both operators used in tests the maximum load at high speed range (Figures 4 and 5) and the hybrid system should provide the power in these operation point if the engine was smaller.

Simple simulation study using measured load power was performed in order to define accumulator size for parallel
hydraulic hybrid with different load stabilizing goals. The parallel hydraulic hybrid is consisting of an accumulator and over-centre capable variable open circuit pump/motor that is attached to the engine power take-off. The basic control principle of the hydraulic hybrid is the hybrid unit provides the power that equals the load power reduced by the engine power.

\[ P_{\text{hybrid}}(t) = P_{\text{load estimation}}(t) - P_{\text{engine average}} \]  

(1)

![Figure 6: Determination of delivered hybrid power](image)

The determination of the delivered hybrid power is straightforward calculation and the system is open loop control system, and it is accepted that the delivered hybrid power is not exactly accurate. The engine has speed controller and it adapts to the varying load conditions as it does without hybrid assistance. The set value for the engine power is the assumed average power. The load power estimation is calculated from the pressure and the volume flow of the hydraulic pumps and other engine loads. The filter-function eliminates the low frequency load changes of the load estimation, because the goal is to remove rapid load changes by the hybrid unit.

The hybrid unit was modelled using first order transfer function and rate limiter so that the stroke time of from 0 to 100 per cent was 100ms.

The dimensioning the energy storage for the parallel hybrid system depends on the desired functionality. The hybrid system can be designed to stabilize fully the engine load and then the engine speed and load are nearly constant during the work cycle. For the analysis the recorded load information from the hydraulic systems (including circuits of hydrostatic drivetrain, implemented hydraulics and cooling/steering system) was used and the hybrid system was assumed to handle the load variation. The integration of the calculated hybrid power over time resulted required storage capacity.

Calculation resulted energy storage capacity of 800 kJ for the studied working cycles and the driving style did not had effect on the storage capacity. To have 800 kJ as available energy from the accumulator, the required energy should be multiplied by at least 1,25 resulting 100 L accumulator with 100 bar precharge pressure and 350 bar as maximum pressure level.

The size of accumulator of the hybrid can be reduced if the engine load and the speed are allowed to change moderately. This means that hybrid system is only filtering the rapid load changes and for the studied cycle this results 200 kJ energy storage capacity and this requires an 30 L accumulator.

![Figure 7: Power curves for different hybrid designs](image)

The blue line in Figure 7 shows the case when the hybrid system was designed to compensate fully the load changes of the studied work cycle (storage capacity 800 kJ). In this case the engine load was almost constant at 18.5 kW and hybrid system stabilized the load variation completely. The red line in Figure 7 shows the measured unfiltered load power during one cycle for operator A.

In the case of the moderate load stabilizing and using 200 kJ storage capacity and the filter was set to pass frequencies higher than 1 Hz. This means that the hybrid system compensates only load transient which frequency is higher than 1Hz. The black line in Figure 7 shows this case and the curve shows clearly that the high frequency transient are compensated and the peak values of rapid load changes are reduced. This design allows engine load vary quite much, but engine load is more stable than without hybrid unit.

The next step is to realize the moderate hybrid system in machine and perform same tests in order to validate hypothesis in real life.
5 Conclusion

The exhaust emissions of the mobile machines are strongly dependent on the work cycle and the operator. The real emissions during the work are higher than is set in emission regulations because standard tests do not correspond the real conditions.

Amount of the generated harmful emissions NOx and PM are depending on the driving style of operator and especially PM emissions are increasing together with aggressiveness of driving style.

The emissions can be reduced by stabilizing the load fully or partly by hybrid system. The moderate storage design has remarkably smaller accumulator but still has potential to reduce harmful emissions remarkably.
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